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Spreading the word and building the image

On June 29, for the first time, Cogema's name has appeared on our
television screens as part of an advertising campaign which will also
include the print media. The campaign is the culmination of a program
requested by a vast majority of Cogema personnel.

The kick-off of this campaign marks a new direction in
communications for Cogema, one designed to widen the reach of its
reputation and to build a positive image of the Group in the eyes of the
public.

The publics is not now familiar with Cogema. Our domestic and
international achievements and our technical and human capabilities are
rarely mentioned by the media.

Cogema decided to take action and to make ourselves known, as would
any other commercial company operating in a competitive environment,
confident of our capabilities and in our future prospects for growth.

We want the public to know about our company's strengths, so that they
may contribute the building of Cogema's future.

J. Syrota
Chairman & Chief Executive Officer
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Communication strategies

A. de Narbonne
Director - Communications

The primary goal of the advertising campaign is to make Cogema
known by projecting a realistic image of the company.

GIVING COMMUNICATION A NEW DIMENSION

Cogema is not well known because its activities do not bring it into
contact with the general public, and its communications programs, while of
good quality, target primarily groups : local communities and opinion
leaders. Although this type of communication should be continued and even
reinforced, it is not enough by itself to gain Cogema the recognition it
deserves.

Furthermore, it is time that the general public heard another point of
view than that of the anti-nuclears or of the media, which tend to flock
towards sensational events. Their negative message, delivered to a public
convinced that they're not getting complete information, has helped to
reinforce subjective fears and anxieties about anything connected with the
nuclear industry.

Cogema owes it to the public to provide the information it needs to better
understand our company.

A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH

This advertising campaign is to culmination of three years of
brainstorming and creative work by the Communications Division in
association with the Communications Committee and the various divisions
of the company.

Before, communication programs targeting national opinion leaders by
a company of Cogema's size could be construed as conspiracy in the public's
eyes.

Having received only one message, the public had grown sensitive
about nuclear issues, and we had to proceed cautiously. In particular, we
had to understand the attitudes and expectations of audiences both inside
and outside the company, and to verify that the proposed advertising
campaign addressed our own goals while garnering significant support
from the public.
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THE COMMUNICATIONS APPROACH : DESCRIBING COGEMA ACTIVITIES AND
FUEL CYCLE EXPERTISE

Preliminary surveys conducted both inside and outside the company
revealed strong expectations for communication programs based on honesty
and trust. Only one approach could address these expectations : straight
forward description of Cogema activities and explanation of its role in the
nuclear power generation process. To be credible, Cogema must neither
hide its affiliation with the nuclear industry nor, as only one little-known
link in the chain, be its spokesman. Cogema's identity lies in its unique
know-how and operating experience, recognized by experts the world over,
and in the nuclear fuel cycle expertise exercised by its 16,000 responsible and
capable personnel.

The public wants information about these activities, about which they
know little. Cogema can legitimately begin its communications program by
helping the public to learn about the fuel cycle, without sensationalism, and
with fewer risks of rejection.

ADVERTISING TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC

When it comes to advertising campaigns, there appear to be two
distinctly different publics :

• The general public reacts favorably and without preconceived ideas
to informative advertising by a major player in the nuclear
industry ;

• The "informed" public is generally negative about anything to do
with the nuclear industry and is unreceptive to advertising by a
nuclear company.

A direct advertising campaign targeting the latter group would be
inappropriate and have little chance of building a positive image for
Cogema. Cogema has therefore set its sights on the biggest possible group,
the general public, as its first priority. An advertising campaign aimed at
this receptive audience has more chance of bringing about a change in the
prejudices and attitudes of the "informed" public.
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Campaign preparations

H. Delaunay
Chairman of the Communications Committee
General Manager - Cogema's Marcoule facility

Much work has gone into launching the first advertising campaign,
and it mobilized the entire Cogema Group. The campaign gives expression
to the desires of a vast majority of Cogema personnel. An internal survey
conducted in 1991 showed that 79 % of Cogema's personnel favored direct
interaction with the public to increase the latter's familiarity with the Group
and its activities.

The fifteen members of the Communications Committee, led by the
Director of the Communications Division and representing a variety of
viewpoints within Cogema worked closely with the Communications
Division.

Last April, television commercials and written advertisements were
shown to five groups from inside the company representing different
Cogema activities and facilities, to make sure that the selected images and
narratives satisfied internal expectations. They were also shown to five
outside groups with different social and professionnal backgrounds. This
helped to shape the contours of the campaign.

Throughout this period of preparation and design work, the entire staff
of Cogema was kept informed and involved in the process. At each stage, the
Communications Division reviewed the proposed campaign with each of the
plants, divisions and departments of the company.

The public is discovering the Cogema Group and its activities for the
first time through this advertising campaign.

In 1991, there were those who admitted to being reticent to revealing
their association with a company in the nuclear industry. This campaign
should help to lessen their reservations.
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Design and production

DESIGN PITFALLS AND DIRECTIONS

Expressing Cogema's identity visually was not without its problems,
requiring :

• introduction of a sizeable company that had stayed out of the
limelight since its creation ;

• presentation of an unknown aspect of nuclear power generation :
the supply of nuclear fuel cycle products and services ;

• description of a technically complex business and its four principal
activities : uranium mining, enrichment, fuel fabrication and
reprocessing/recycling ;

• avoidance of a posture defending the nuclear industry, in which
there are different entities and which might add to public concerns ;

• avoidance of messages focused only on Cogema's industrial
strength to the exclusion of the nuclear side.

CHOOSING THE CAMPAIGN THEME

The advertising agency offered two different approaches in its proposal,
one focused on explaining nuclear materials, the other on international
activities. It was decided not to use the latter approach, which would have
addressed the nuclear fuel cycle and Cogema's international
accomplishments, because it didn't satisfy Cogema's desire for a unique
message rather than the international success story typical of any large
industrial group.

SYMBOLIZING RAW MATERIALS FOR THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY

The approach that most closely matches the communications strategy
consists of explaining the various stages in the development and
reprocessing of nuclear fuel, activities which have been fully demonstrated
through human skill and optimum safety.

The symbolic approach
Two proposals were submitted, one highly narrative, the other

symbolic. The symbolic approach was chosen for the first advertising
campaign, leaving the door open for a more narrative approach at a later
date. This is why it was deliberately decided not to shoot a film showing
Cogema personnel at their stations, suited up for work, which would have
created additional difficulties : which plant to choose ? Why this one and not
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another ? How to direct non-professional actors ? How to avoid alarming
audiences unfamiliar with Cogema by showing nuclear operating personnel
in their work clothes ?

The film's messages
Revelation of Cogema's identity : the logo, in the leading role, is a

strong campaign signature that creates a visual symbol with which the
public can identify and unities the internal audience.

Discovery of nuclear materials : shown in relation to people and
natural elements, nuclear materials are seen to be natural in origin and
rendered useful by human skill and experience.

Presentation of Cogema's business and its core activities. The four
stages in the transformation of nuclear materials are represented by :

• the succession of the four colors of the logo : yellow, red, blue and
green ;

• changing landscapes, from land to sea, from the plains to the
mountains.

The honesty of the message and its direct relationship to Cogema's
business prevent it from being identified with the nuclear debate and thus
from being rejected.

Representation of Cogema's success at home and abroad through an
ascending movement.

The human presence : the Cogema staff is represented by three actors,
two men (25-30 and 40-45 years old) and one woman (30-35 years old), chosen
for their ability to express vitality, responsability and intelligence.

Their white outfits, symbols of purity and perfection, indicate concern
for the environment and the search for excellence, with the unity of color
symbolizing the company.

Advanced technology is symbolized by a robotic gripper.

The music was chosen carefully based on article values ; it downplays
the epic dimension of the film and lends a reassuring and protective note.

The slogan
The campaign slogan, "Cogema, fueling the nuclear power industry",

conveys the principal message and its the thread that winds through all of
the campaign's manifestations, whether television commercial or
advertising in the print media. Like all slogans, it is very simplistic, a
phrase meant to be easily memorized by the public and not intended to
express everything.
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A variety of communicating in several directions

Two different media were selected for maximum coverage : television
and print media.

TELEVISION CAMPAIGN

Television was chosen for its ability to reach the largest possible
audience. Only television offers maximum coverage and impact through
repetitive messages. The television campaign which started on June 29 will
last until the autumn of 1992.

Several reasons justify starting the campaign in the summer. Contrary
to popular belief, summer is a generally favorable period, with particularly
low advertising rates and a large viewing audience, giving a good ratio of
cost to audience. In addition, there are fewer competing messages, which
strengthens the impact of the messages.

The campaign will run continuously from June 29 trough the end of
October, with fewer spots over the holiday weekends of July 14 and August 15
and when large numbers of vacationers are on the road. The commercials
will air during the two prime times of 12:30 to 2:00 pm and after 7:30 pm.

The commercial will be aired a total of 155 times, and will be seen an
average of twelve times by a large segment of the population. Eighty-seven
percent of the population will have seen the commercial at least once.

PRESS CAMPAIGN

The television campaign will be echoed in a variety of press media.

The goals of the press campaign are consistent with the
communications strategy : to add to the symbolic message of the film with a
more tangible message relating to Cogema's business, and to address the
more factual and economic questions that might occur to the informed
public.

The public will also be informed via journalists : press books were sent
to journalists from nuclear industry publications and to communication
trade publications and communication correspondents from other
newspapers.

Rather than hold press conferences, Cogema granted interviews. The
press book was provided to the communications directors of each of
Cogema's plants, helped them respond to questions from the local media.
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The commercial :

"Pour faire face aux besoins ďenergie de la planete, les 16 000 hommes
de Cogema transforment Vuranium.

Extrait, puis enrichi, Vuranium devient combustible nucléaire.

Un combustible puissant et fiable au service de la production
ďélectricité en Europe, aux États-Unis, en Extréme Orient.

Aprěs retraitement, Vuranium sera recycle pour donner encore de
V energie.

Cogema,
la matiěre premiére du nucléaire."

"To meet the world's energy needs, the 16,000 employees of Cogema
transform uranium.

The uranium is extracted and enriched and becomes nuclear fuel.

A powerful and reliable fuel which serves in the production of
electricity in Europe, the United States and the Far East.

After being reprocessed, the uranium will be recycled and will produce
energy again.

Cogema,
fueling the nuclear power industry."
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